Helio-Flo R Applications

Description and Operation

The Helio-Flo R-Series are highly efficient systems
designed to heat domestic hot water in homes, offices,
warehouses, campgrounds, firehouses, or apartments.
Easy to retrofit to existing homes and structures, the
attractive Gobi collectors are also readily integrated
into new construction.
Direct water circulation efficiently and quickly transfers
the solar radiation collected in the Gobi collectors to a
solar storage tank or water heater.
Helio-Flo systems are available with varying numbers
and three sizes of Gobi collectors for small and large
hot water loads. Pump sizes and storage will vary
accordingly.

Helio-Flo Systems include the attractive highly efficient
Gobi collectors to collect solar radiation, Flush or Rack
mounting hardware to install the Gobi collectors on a
sloped or flat roof or on the ground,
Blind Union end pieces for capping off and connecting
Gobi collector plumbing lines, a Helio-Flo R pump and
control kit to be installed on the solar tank or water
heater, a couple of sensors, to be installed on the
Gobi and the storage, and a Dole freeze dribble valve.
Storage tanks are available from Heliodyne or can be
supplied locally. Optional sensor wire and an optional
Cal Code Kit consisting of a a tempering valve, an air
vent and a thermometer are recommended.
Other materials needed for an installation of this
simple system is piping (usually copper) and pipe
insulation, possible isolation valves, miscellaneous
hardware and sealant.

Automatic Operation
The Helio-Flo pump and control kit features a DTT-94
differential temperature thermostat that integrates the
readings of a sensor each on the Gobi collector and
on the tank to start solar collection automatically when
the Gobi is hotter than the tank, and stops when the
tank is hot or the sun is obscured or has set.
Gobi collector with Helio-Clip and Dyn-0-Seal Union
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Helio-Flo systems should be installed in non-freezing or
mild climates only and are most durable in areas with
good water quality.
Mild protection is included. The collector sensor acts
as freeze sensor and signals to the control to start the
pump for a moment of circulation when temperatures
drop to 41˚F or less.
Redundant freeze protection is provided with the Dole
FP35 freeze dribble valve, which installs at Gobi hot
return and requires a check valve.

Helix PV Option
The grid independent Helio-Flo HX PV version derives all
pumping from the entirely solar powered Helix PV Power
Station, which attaches to the Gobi collector hot outlet
and return piping without any control, sensors, wiring.
Designed for small systems only, the HF HX PV system
is extremely simple to install, major items are just one
or two Gobi collector(s), mounting hardware, and Helix
PV Pump Station.
Connecting piping and storage are to be supplied by
the installer.

Helix PV Pump Station attaches to Gobi
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Collector Tilt and Storage
For domestic hot water, where the heating load is
about the same for all months, the optimum angle
is equal to latitude. However, the collector
orientation is not critical. Deviations by as much
as 15˚ have little effect on annual performance.
It is therefore recommended to use tilt-up racks
sparingly, and instead install “Flush”, parallel to a
sloped roof whenever possible. However, in snow
country, tilt will be steeper to allow the snow to
slide off easily. Snow build-up between Gobi
collectors can be prevented by sliding a width of
sheet metal in the trim groove of the Gobi. Protect
from the rear when using racking.
Appropriate size storage is important for optimal
system efficiency and to minimize “stagnation”.
The high-efficiency Gobi collectors therefore require
storage of no less than 1.5 gallons per square foot
of Gobi collector (40 gallons per Gobi 3366, 50 per
Gobi 408, 65 gallons per Gobi 410). Very sunny
climates require as much as 2 gallons per Gobi
square foot.
Exceptions are situations with heavy day usage,
which creates storage.

